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THE VINEYARDS
OF NANTES
A UNIQUE AREA
The riches
of the Nantes vineyard
•A
 vineyard established close to the Loire River and rooted in the
valleys and hillsides ideal for the cultivation of vines, favoured by a
mild climate. A place of work for the winegrowers that lives according
to the rhythm of the seasons;
•T
 he Loire river, and its tributaries, which flow through this country,
shape it and carry its memory, first as trading routes, today as places
of living;
• In the nineteenth century the vineyards of Nantes gave themselves
southern airs, a perfume of Italy, new colors. That local French area
is a real escape!
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THE VINEYARDS
OF NANTES,
A WINETOURISM
GETAWAY
The Muscadet wine , a flagship
Muscadet has been introduced in the Vineyards of Nantes
during the seventeenth century from a unique grape variety,
the «Burgundy melon».

The Crus : high expression wines
Since 2011, the vineyard is in a process of recognition of
local wines. These Muscadets of high expression, produced
on a specific terroir and matured for a long time, bear names
evocative of their terroir and place of origin like all the others
French «Crus».
L’abus d’alcool est dangereux pour la santé. À consommer avec modération.

On the Wine Routes of the Loire Valley

The Voyage à Nantes invites you to a wine tourism trip to
the vineyards , a 118km road trip, a journey punctuated with
heritage and Gourmet stops . On the Loire side, the Wine
Route offers from Nantes walking or riding along the banks
of the Loire.

The Muscadet

VINEYARDS
IN FIGURES
A single variety
Burgundy melon

Approx .
17000 acres

400
properties

2 Regional PDOs
(Muscadet
and Gros Plant
du Pays
Nantais)
99%
white wine
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MUSCADET VINEYARD,
A GATEWAY TO YOUR
LOIRE ESCAPES
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ON A BEAUTIFUL
SUMMER DAY...
For hiking lovers

Along the Loire a greenway extended by
the Cycling Loire® offers 10km accessible
to pedestrians, bicycles and horses along
the Divatte levee. There are also numerous
possibilities for walks along the river.

Whitebuttersauce, a local recipe flagship
of French gastronomy
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A BRETON HISTORICAL
PLACE TRANSFORMED
INTO AN ITALIAN
LANDSCAPE PAINTING
Clisson inherited from the Middle Ages an imposing fortified
castle and one of the largest and oldest wooden covered
markets in France (14th century). After the French Revolution,
the town became in the 19th century a genuine landscape
painting with an air of Italy.

CLISSON, THE PLACE WHERE
BRITTANY MEETS TUSCANY
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QUIZZ
Who gave Clisson its
Italian air?
After the Revolution
the sculptor of Napoleon:
F F Lemot settled in near
Clisson. That was
the starting point
of a reconstruction
with models
of Central Italy.

UNA BELLA SORPRESA ! *
*

A NICE SURPRISE

A Dolce vita scenery
What could be more romantic than a dinner for two on a
terrace on the river bank, facing the castle, or enjoying a
stroll to la Garenne Lemot park and arriving on the terrace
of the villa for a breathtaking view: the city of Clisson in the
distance like a painting.

Here we are really somewhere else
From the top of the castle, historic granite blends with the
orange colour of the tiles and in the omnipresent green,
nature comes into the city. A real painting, a work of art
in the open air!
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IN CLISSON,
ALWAYS NEW GEMS
TO DISCOVER
A new perspective
on Clisson’s unique landscape

The Garenne de la Moine is a new walking
route in a preserved natural area.
Unseen views of the castle,
the town of Clisson.

LE VIGNOBLE
DE NANTES TI AMO !

©DavidGallard

Clisson Italian spirit
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The entire vineyard, based on Clisson models , grew rich of a
rural and industrial heritage inspired by central Italy. The winemaking activity brought
to the foreground in
parallel another Italian
style.. Mansions and
large houses were then
inspired by Venetian
Palladian villas. Two
Italian styles which
mark the whole area.

ENJOY
HERITAGE!

© H. Neveu-Dérotrie - La Garenne Lemot – Grand Patrimoine de Loire-Atlantique

In summer, live shows,
historical events and exhibitions
liven up the sites.

Montmartre art contest in Clisson
The city becomes a «Montmartre» square
of the vineyard, devoted to the artists, the
Night of Arts makes it possible to enjoy the
festival by night!

Garenne Lemot
park in Gétigné

The Castle of Clisson and the Garenne Lemot park in Gétigné
are an extension of the personal dream of the great 19th century artist.
François-Frédéric Lemot. Fascinated by Italian landscape paintings,
he’s the inspirer of this mutation.

Le Liveau
papermill
a living French
industrial
heritage

For more
intense emotions
The international Hellfest
festival welcomes 180000
festival-goers every year
in the month of June.
Clisson dresses in black
and turns into a tower
of Babel that resonates
powerfully to the sound
Metal music !
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A RIVER AREA
Take advantage of the coolness of the often shaded water’s banks,
they offer an ideal setting for rest and relaxation.
Enjoy a lunch break in complete peace and quiet.

OUR FAVORITE

El Jardin de Los Corrales
Take a picnic break with a breathtaking view in this
picturesque garden overlooking the Sevre river, a
perfect getaway. ! Don’t miss this step of your journey
through the vineyards!
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FOCUS ON...

Discover the Nantes
Vineyards by the water
on board a canoe
or kayak
or on a paddle
Comfortably seated
in a promenade boat,
the possibilities are numerous
to immerse yourself
in the heart
of the landscapes.

À JUST
A FEW STEPS AWAY...
The Nantes vineyard
is a fisherman’s heaven.
Rivers and lakes are ideal
for this leisure activity.
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A PLACE
FOR NATURE LOVERS
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TRAVEL AS FAR
AS ENDLESSLY
The Nantes Vineyard is a real playground for
nature lovers and hikers.

With 600 kilometres of hiking trails and two French labelled
itineraries
At your own pace, discover the charm of the riverbanks of
the Loire, the protected nature of the protected nature of
goulaine wetlands., the peaceful or tumultuous rivers, slopes
of vineyards which offer exceptional panoramic views

ENJOY THE «CAMINO»
PILGRIMS ROUTES

Clisson is the last breton stage
to Santiago de Compostella. .
The other way round it is also a halt on the pilgrims
way to Mont Saint Michel. Please ask for the Tourist
Office Camino stamp on your credencial, it’s a
must-do!
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Goulaine castle
a thousand years of history.

NANTES VINEYARD

Tourist Office
INFORMATION CENTRE

00 33 (2)40 540 295
accueil.clisson@levignobledenantes.com
COMMUNICATION DEPARTMENT
00 33 (2)40 363 594
s.chapart@levignobledenantes.com
GROUPS DEPARTMENT
00 33 (2)40 542 422
reservations@levignobledenantes.com
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